Henry R. Clissold Elementary School
2350 W. 110th Place, Chicago, Illinois 60643
*Phone: (773) 535-2560 *Fax: (773) 535-2556
http://www.clissold-school.org/

Dear Parents and Students,
Clissold School makes every effort to provide a safe and friendly learning environment for all students and faculty.
All students should be comfortable and confident in the community approved school uniform as detailed below.
We have Clissold/University/College Day every Friday. The entire school community is encouraged to celebrate
sporting a Clissold or University/College top on Fridays while wearing school uniform pants/ bottoms.
Thank you for your full support and cooperation!
KDG – 5th Grade
IB MYP (6th-8th)
REQUIRED
KHAKI Colored (pants, skirts, Bermuda shorts, capris
KHAKI Colored (pants, skirts, Bermuda
BOTTOMS
or jumpers)
shorts, capris or jumpers)
REQUIRED TOPS MAROON POLO SHIRTS
WHITE POLO SHIRTS or WHITE OXFORD
No Hoodies
(Plain with long or short sleeves)
SHIRTS (Plain with long or short sleeves)
No LOGOS
( Clissold School logo is acceptable)
(Clissold School logo is acceptable)
Optional Layers Solid colored navy, white, black or maroon
Solid colored navy, white, black or maroon
leggings/ tights (All sweaters, sweatshirts, vests, cardigans and fleece (All sweaters, sweatshirts, vests, cardigans
and
layering must be solid colored navy, white, black or
and fleece layering must be solid colored
undergarments maroon)
navy, white, black or maroon)
Optional Skirts Maroon-dominant plaid skirt
Maroon-dominant plaid skirt
Shoe
-Shoes must be closed toe with a back to hold the shoe to the heel (No sandals, flip flops, slides,
Requirements high heels, etc).
-Athletic gym shoes that provide full foot support are required for Phys Ed.
Fit
-Pants are to have some looseness to the fit and sit at the waist.
Requirements -Shirts are to have some looseness to the fit and should not display midriffs or cleavage.
-Skirts and shorts should be no more than 2 inches above the knee.
Hairstyles and -Hairstyles should not be distracting, extreme or offensive (as determined by the administration)
Accessories
-Jewelry and accessories should be limited in quantity and size and should not create distractions or
safety concerns (as determined by the administration)
-Head coverings or bandanas except as required for religious reasons, are not allowed to be worn in
the school building for males or females
-Makeup is not appropriate for elementary students
-Grooming items, such as combs, picks, etc, are not to be worn
-Undergarments (underwear, undershirts, bras, etc.) are never to be visible, including through
clothing. Students will be given support items if undergarments are visible.
Physical
-THERE IS NO REQUIRED PHYS ED UNIFORM EXCEPT FOR ATHLETIC GYM SHOES
Education
-If students wish to wear athletic wear for Phys Ed classes, ALL items should be Clissold Spirit Wear
items.
Students who fail to follow the school uniform policy will be denied opportunities to participate in extracurricular athletics,
clubs, programs, PTA sponsored events, and non-educational activities such as fun lunches, dances, movies, festivals, Hot Dog
Day etc. Students who refuse to correct their uniforms will face disciplinary actions as outlined in the Student Code of
Conduct (Code 2-5).
Parents may purchase clothing that abides by the Clissold Uniform Policy at ANY retail location they choose. The
requirements to keep in mind are correct COLOR, SOLID, and appropriate FIT. We are not requiring specific uniform
companies or manufacturers. If you find a pair of khaki colored cargo pants at Target that fit appropriately, then they meet
the Clissold Uniform Policy.
Sean McNichols, Principal
“Climbing Higher!”

Sarah Gilligan, LSC Chair
Jackie Guthrie-Sorensen, Vice Chair

